Concept Maps: The Giant Planets

Video on How to Create a Concept Map
Concept Map Examples

- HAGRID
  - is gamekeeper at
  - sister of
  - in love with
- GINNY
- RON
  - close friend of
- HERMIONE
- DURSLEY FAMILY
  - are
  - are the opposite of
- MUGGLES
- WIZARD
  - equipment consists of
  - WAND
- HOGWARTS
  - was student at
- HARRY POTTER
  - lived with
- VOLDEMORT
  - hates
  - followers of
  - used to be a
  - teacher of
- DEATH EATERS
  - attempted to kill
- DUMBLEDORE
  - was student at
- SNAPE
  - used for brewing
Concept Map Examples

- High and Low Pressure
- Synoptic Maps
- Weight of Air on the Earth
- Atmospheric Pressure
- Elements of Weather
- Wind
- Jet Stream
- Breeze
- Gale Winds
- Precipitation
- Sleet
- Fog
- Snow
- Rain
- Hail
- Temperature
- Heat Index
- Wind Chill
- Humidity
- Water Vapor in the Air
- Relative Humidity
- Clouds
- Stratus
- Cumulus
- Cirrus
Concept Map Examples
For this Group Assignment:

Make a concept map with information about the giant planets.

- Brainstorm everything you know about the main topic, using all relevant course material.

- Organize your information into main points.

- Start drawing your map: begin with your main topic, branch out into main points and supporting details.

- Review your map, looking for connections; connect these with arrows, symbols, etc.

- Include details (definitions, diagrams, etc.).